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Recorder Quiz - A:

A. Name the notes in the example

E  F
Recorder Quiz - B:

B. How many beats is each note or rest held for in 4/4 time?

1.  - ___ beats  2.  o ___ beats  3.  ↓ ___ beats
4.  ↓ ___ beats  5.  ↓ ___ beats  6.  ↓ ___ beats
C. How many beats will be in a bar of music with these time signatures?

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{4}{4} & \quad \text{beats} & \frac{3}{4} & \quad \text{beats} \\
\frac{2}{4} & \quad \text{beats} & \frac{7}{4} & \quad \text{beats}
\end{align*}
\]
Recorder Quiz - A:

A. Name the notes in the example

Answer
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Recorder Quiz - B:

B. How many beats is each note or rest held for in 4/4 time?

1. - ___ beats 2. o ___ beats 3. j ___ beats
4. j ___ beats 5. j ___ beats 6. j ___ beats

Answer
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C. How many beats will be in a bar of music with these time signatures?

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{4}{4} & \quad 4 \text{ beats} \\
\frac{3}{4} & \quad 3 \text{ beats} \\
\frac{2}{4} & \quad 2 \text{ beats} \\
\frac{7}{4} & \quad 7 \text{ beats}
\end{align*}
\]

Answer
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